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Racioethnic Diversity on the Web: A Lost Opportunity
Abstract

The authors report the generally poor results attained when the NAACP assessed the diversity management
performance of 16 major hotel companies. Then, as an alternative means of assessing the same hotel
companies’ commitment to diversity, they report the results of an analysis of the world-wide web pages the
companies use to represent themselves in the electronic marketplace. Analysis of the web sites found virtually
no evidence of corporate concern for diversity.
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Racioethnic diversity on the
web: A lost opportunity
by Angela L. Farrar,
Albert Bartlett,
and Jonathan Probber

tion for the Advancement of Colored people (NAACP) began an
Tconomic Reciprocity Initiative"
to encourage
- minority consumers
to patronize organizations that
manage diversity effectively. The
hotel industry was chosen as the
first of several industries to be
included in the initiative because
African-Americans spent over $29
million on convention hotels in
ox' defines managing diver- 1995.Wnfortunately, hospitality
sity as "planning and organizations have a notoriously
implementing organiza- poor track record in both markettional systems and practices to ing to3and managing' an increasmanage people so that the poten- ingly diverse population.
tial advantages of diversity are
In its 1997 "Report on the
maximized while its potential dis- Lodging Industry," the NAACP
advantages are minimized." Man- graded 16 hotel companies in six
aging diversity includes proactive categories: employment, vendor
managerial behaviors to create a development,
procurement,
corporate climate in which all advertising, investmenWfranchisguests receive the highest level of ing opportunities and philanservice regardless of cultural dif- thropy with the African-American
ferences, and all staffcan perfolln c~mmunity.~
Table 1indicates the
their best regardless of cultural 16 companies, and the grades
differences.
earned at three different points in
In 1997, the National Associa- time. As shown in column 1,eight
The authors report the generally poor
resurts attained when the NAACPassessed
the dvemity management performance of
16 major hotel companies, rhen, as an
aternatwe means of assessing the same
hole1 ccmpan,es' commrhnenr~lo9,vers!sr(y.
rnev repor( me resulk of an analysrs of the
woild-wide web pages the companies use
to represent themselves in the electronic
marketplam.Analysis of the web sites found
virtually no evidence of corporate concern
for diversiit)r
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Table 1

p
Westin
Hyatt
Marriott
Best Western
Holiday Inn
(now Bass Hotels and Resorts)
Adam's Mark
Promus
Doubletree (now part of Promus)
Omni
Renaissance
Choice
Hilton
Cendant
(Formerly HFS)
Raddison
Ritz Carlton (now owned by Marriott)
ITT Sheraton
(now part of Starwood)

hotel chains originally failed to
provide information and, therefore, received "Fs." Subsequently,
all but one of the hotel companies
- Best Western - have begun
cooperating with the NAACP. Column 2 shows the revised 1997
grades &r the eight £irms provided additional information. Column 3 shows the results of a 1998
assessment by the NAACP.
Three hotel companies - Doubletree Hotels Corporation,
Choice Hotels International and
Cendant (formerly HFS, Inc.) have been lauded for taking steps
to improve their grades, including
agreeing to submit to periodic

monitoring by the NAACP.'
Although these results do show
improvement, they indicate what
remains overall unacceptable performance in terns of relating to
the African-American community.
The increased scrutiny of the hotel
industry with regard to managing
diversity should have served as an
impetus for hotel companies to
make every effort to improve both
the way they manage diversity
and the way they represent themselves regarding diversity.
A relatively recent way that
companies represent themselves
in the marketplace is via the company web page, which allows the
Flu Hospitality Review
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hexposure not just to potential
customers but to an unlimited
number of people who will in some
way make a judgment about the
firm based on what they see on the
page. Unlike print material, the
web page has the advantage of
being very quickly and easily modified to reflect new producks and
services, new marketing strategies, or a new commitment to
managing diversity.
Approximately one year after
the NAACP final report cards
were issued, this study assessed
the web pages of the 16 hotel fmns.
Through analysis of text and photographs posted on the web sites of
the 16 hospitality corporations
included in the 1997NAACPHotcl
Industry Report Card, the authors
first assess how these 16 hotel
companies represent racioethnic
diversity on their web sites, then
discuss what these representations mean in terms of the firms'
commitment to diversity.
All 16 hotel firms in the
NAACP's initial survey were
included in the study sample. Universal resource locators (UnLs)
for the sites were obtained from
the Yahoo search engine's hotel
directory" on December 18, 1997.
Color copies of each hotel's homepage were downloaded, printed,
and analyzed following the fourstep content analysis process outlined by Bentele:" observation,
development of coding scheme,
coding, evaluation and interpretation. Given the non-linear,
labyrinthme organization of web
sites, the authors followed the
four-click rule used by Jones:lztext

or photographs that were more
than four levels or mouse-clicks
away from the hotel's homepage
were not included in the analysis.
Additionally, due to their sheer
number, individual hotel properties a t each site were not viewed,
but all other hnks up to four clicks
were followed on every site.
After reviewing the sites, the
authors developed a coding
scheme based on the categories of
interest. To analyze the text, the
authors looked for, first, a section
in the site devoted to diversity
and multiculturalism. "Inclusive
language" (race, ethnicity, diversity, multiculturalism) referring
to guests or employees was also
searched for in the site. The
entire site up to four levels was
analyzed, looking particularly a t
the mission statement and online recruitment page, if available. Within online recruiting,
the authors looked specifically for
Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) and Affirmative Action
(AA)statements. The last area
explored was any mention of the
NAACP Economic Reciprocity
Initiative.
Photographs are indicators
For the visual analysis all photographs of people posted on the
hotel web sites were analyzed by
calculatingthe proportion of people
of color included in these photographs. The coding categories
first distinguished guests from
hotel employeeslmanagers. If a
person appeared to work at the
hotel, the individual was also coded
a s being pictured in either the h n t
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or backaf-the-house. The second
coding category distinguished
European-Americans from persons
of color. While racioethnicity is certainly not a dichotomous variable,
only two categories were employed,
as distinguishing physical characteristics in small, sometimes poorquality on-line photographs was
ditlicult.
Once the coding scheme was
developed, each web site was
coded by two of the three authors,
two of whom are European-American men; the other is an .4fricanAmerican woman. The text in the
web sites was analyzed quantitatively by counting the occurrence
of inclusive words (and their permutations) on each company's
site: racelracial, ethnidethnicity,
diverseldiversity, multicultural/
multiculturalism. In context,
these words can serve as indicators of the company's commitment
to diversity. The researchers also
counted the number of times each
site mentioned any of these words
in its mission statement. Finally,
each site was examined for Equal
Employment Opportunity and
Amrmative Action statements.
For the visual analysis, all people
who appeared in photos anywhere
in the site up to four links deep
were counted and coded.
Nearly two years aRer the
NAACP's Economic Reciprocity
Initiative began with the hotel
industry, the 16 hotel companies
have not used their web sites to
represent racioethnic diversity. As
indicated in Table 2, none of the
firms had a section or page in its
site devoted to diversity. None of

the firms mentioned the NAACP
Economic Reciprocity Initiative,
nor had the sites acknowledged
the greater issues that brought it
on, despite most of the sites having a press release or "what's new"
section. One of the firms' web sites
(Promus)included a "vision" statement, but the vision did not
include diversity of consumers or
employees.
Seven of the 16 hotel companies used some form of online
recruiting, but in these recruitment pages only three included
even a traditional EEO statement.
None included an affirmative
action statement. Granted, on-line
recruiting is a relatively recent
phenomenon, and only 1 percent
of employees is hired through the
web.I3 However, when a company
decides to recruit on-line, there is
yet another opportunity to make a
statement about what is important to the company. The results of
this analysis suggest that diversity is not an important issue in
recruiting as presented on the
web.
Going beyond the simple indicator of whether an EEO statement is included, firms can also
indicate values that inform hiring
practices. For example, not only
did Westin's web site include an
EEO statement, the company also
expanded on the concept of equal
employment opportunity: 'We are
an equal opportunity employer
committed to workforce diversity"
(italics added). At the other end of
the continuum, however, not only
did Adam's Mark not include an
EEO statement, but they solicited
-
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Table 2
Diversity text in hotel web sites

URL
MtpJ)www.

Westin

Senion in MenSon of
Mission
Online
"Inclusive
w b site ~ o n m i c otawmew? yesruitmem? language"
relating
miltyas,das
If yes,
anywhere
to
Pmcily
it indude
EEO
on web
d'mrsq? i n a d i ?
divers*?
rtatemenc?
site?

Wesh.com/

no

Hystt.comi
no
Mamutt.mru
1.0
Bestwestm.com/
no
Holiday--innmm/
holiday-innijobs.
no
(now Bass Hotels and Resorts)
.WS
Mark Traveb.com/adamsm~~k.html&
adamsmark.com
no
bmus
Ramus-hotel.canli
no
Doubletrre
Doubletrpehotels, eoml
no
Ormi
Omruhotels.mm/index.htm no
Reniusmnm
Renaissancehot& c o d
no
Choice
Hotelehoice.com/
no
Hilton
HiIton.com/
no
Cendant
Home.euc.mdhfs.html
no
(formerly HFSI
no
Radhn
Radissonmd
Ritzearlton.md
no
Ritz Carlton
(nor 0-cd by Marriott)
TI' Sheraton
itt.mm/
no
(no," part of Stanuood)
Hyatt
Morriott
Best Western
Holiday Inn

na

no

yedyes

no

no

no
DO

no
no

~eYe8
yedyes
yedno

yes*

no
no

no

nn

yedno

no

no
no
no

no
yedno

yesino
yeina

no

Nu

no
no
no

no

no

no

no

no

no

nu

no

no

no

no
no

DO

no

no

ng

no

no

no

m

no

no
no

no
no

no

no
no

no

no

no

no

no

I n EEO Stntement

applications from 'Zeoent college
graduates" (italics added) implying that, based on the Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
they may not be an equal opportunity employer.
Diversity is absent
Other than Westin's one
phrase, not one of the companies
made any mention, anywhere in
the 16 sites, of anything related to
diversity or multiculturalism, or
anything that could be interpreted
as inclusive language. One keyword search on "diversityn
returned two '%its,"both having to

do with eclecticrestaurant menus.
Most site-internal search engines
allowed only searches for hotel
properties. The nearly absolute
lack of text reflecting or even
acknowledging diversity made
analysis an exercise in interpreting omission. When given a
chance to communicate to the
world the things that they feel are
most important about their firms,
with one exception, they did not
include commitment to diversity
In their use of photographs,
fums again have an opportunity to
make a statement, albeit indireckly,
about corporate attitudes toward
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Table 3
Photographic analysis of hotel web sites
Proportion employees/managers
people of color
Frontof-house

Proportion guests
People of color

Backof-house

Best Western
Oof2
5 of 66
Adam's Mark
travelx.com/adamsmark.html
lofl
Oof2
adamsmark.com 0 of 2
lofl
Oofl
Promus
Oofl
30f3
1of 24
Marriott
4of8
lofl
Oof6
Hilton
2of7
2 of 30
Westin
lof8
Oofl
Ritz Carlton
Oof3
Oof4
Ill' Sheraton
No staff photos
Oof3
Renaissance
No staff photos
40f7
Holiday Inn
No staff photos
2of9
HFS
Howard Johnson
No staff photos
Oof4
Knight' Inn,
No photos
Day's Inn,,Ramada,
Travelodge, Super 8
Choice
No photos
Hyatt
No people photos
Omni
No people photos
Doubletree
No people photos
Raddison
No people photos
5 of 5 (100%) 14 of 157 (8.9%)
Totals
8 of 32 (25%)
13 of 37 (35.1%)
27 of 194 (13.9%)

diversity and multiculturalism.
lkble 3 indicates that few have che
sen to do so. It can be argued that a
photograph, the same as text, must
serve primarily as a sales tool,
showingthe interior of a guest room
or a dining room, for h s k n c e . But
if lodging companies choose to
6

include people in photographs, this
provides another opportunity to
demonstrate the firm's attention to
and the importance of both customer and employee diversity.
Two trends emerge in the
analysis of the photographs. First,
compared to the U.S. workforce
FIU Hospitality Review
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which includes 33.1 percent peo- by a European-American server.
ple of color," the proportion of The other three employees, all peohotel employees depicted on the ple of color, appear to be two mainweb sites who are people of wlor tenance workers and a keyboard or
(35.1 percent) is very similar. switchboard operator, all in backCompared to the U.S. population, of-the-house, non customer-conwhich includes 27.4 percent peo- tact jobs. On Adam's Mark's
ple of color,'" just 8.9 percent of "Career Opportunities" page, one
hotel guests are depicted as people of four people shown is a person of
of color. Thcse proportions may color, but that one &can-Amenaccurately reflect the relatively can man is shown in chefs whites.
high representation of persons of A European-American man is
wlor in hospitality jobs, but they shown as a waiter, and a Euroalmost certainly do not reflect an pean-American woman is shown
accurate mix of hospitality guests. behind the h n t desk checking in
Further, they perpetuate Sadker, a European-American male guest.
Overall, eight of 32 (25 perbias
Sadker, & hng's'"visibi1ity
and stereotypes in which persons cent) front-of-the-house employof color are not part of the main- ees shown in all of the web sites
stream. Further evidence of invis- are people of color, but five of five
ibility is shown in a supplemental (100 percent) back-of-the-house
analysis; although pages for indi- employees shown are people of
vidual properties at all 16 sites color. Martini7 paints a similar
were not analyzed, the photos of picture in which African-Ameriall 53 domestic Westin hotels were can and Hispanic workers are
examined. FiReen photos included better represented in food service
a total of 29 people; 28 were Euro- jobs than in the workforce overpean-Americans, while one was a all. However, African-American
person of color.
and Hispanic workers are much
more likely to be working in the
Visuals lack equality
back-of-the-house, while cusThe second trend emerging tomer contact jobs are held prifrom the visual analysis of pho- marily by European-Americans.
tographs is that when employees The web site photographs may
are depicted, people of wlor are represent reality in hotels today;
much more frequently shown in a recent study conducted by the
traditional back-of-the-house posi- American Hotel Foundationla
tions. For example, on Promus's found that racioethnic minorities
page, "All about Promus Hotel in the hospitality workforce are
Corporation," five people are largely positioned in labor jobs,
shown. Four of the five are employ- while management positions are
ees and three of the five employees largely filled by majority employare people of wlor, but the one ees. Unfortunately, this is not a
guest is a European-American positive reality for racioethnic
restaurant patron, being waited on minorities.
-
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In reviewing the sites for Sadker, Sadker, and Long'slg indicators
of bias - linguistic, stereotyping,
invisibility, imbalance, unreality,
and fragmentation - several
emerge. Linguistic bias is refleded
in the utter lack of inclusive text.
While not completely invisible,
guests who are people of color are
clearly underrepresented in photographs. Imbalance is evident
between front and back-of-thehouse depictions. Unreality is
reflected in ignoring the NAACP's
Economic Reciprocity Initiative,
but even more so by not addressing
the larger causes of the Economic
Reciprocity Initiative. A notable
example of Kern-fox worth'^^^
"devoted servant" stereotype was
the African-American bellman on
the Adam's Mark homepage (Figure 1)who perpetuates this stereotype in the same way that ''Rastus"
- the chef on the Cream of Wheat
box - perpetuates the "naturalborn cook" stereotype?'
Companies miss opportunity
In a keynote address to the
1997 Quality through Diversity
Conference, William S. Norman,
president and chief executive officer of the Travel Industry Association of America, urged industry
leaders to embrace diversity as it
is practical, profitable, and proper.= On average, African-Americans spent 3.9 nights away kom
home per trip, while U. S. residents overall averaged 3.8 nights
per trip. A greater percentage of
these hcan-American travelers
(51 percent) stayed in a hotel or
motel, compared to U. S. residents
8

overall (47 percent). 23
The Selig Center for Economic Growth projects that the
nation's African-American buying
power will rise from $308 billion in
1990 to $533 billion in 1999, up by
72.9 percent in nine years - a
compound annual rate of growth
of 6.3 percent. This percentage
gain far outstrips the 56.7 percent
increase projected for total buying
power?' Substantially above-average growth in African-American
buying power demonstrates the
growing importance of black consumers and should create tremendous opportunities for businesses
that pay attention to their needs.
Representing racioethnic diversity on company web sites is one
way for companies to show they
are paying attention.
Web site developers are mistaken ifthey fail to include diverse
representations on their web
pages because they believe
fican-Americans and other
racioethnic minority groups don't
use the web. A 1998 survey of web
demographics found that 75 percent of web users are non-Hispanic whites and 19 percent are Hispanic or African-American. These
figures are approximately equal to
the racioethnic make-up of the
general populati0n.2~
Web communicates values
In the web site development
process, the decision to have a site
is generally followed by a discussion about what to include. Web
site developers will hkely believe
they should include the most
important information about the
FIU Hospitality Review
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firm, things they most want web
site viewers to know or find out. As
such, hotel web sites are one
avenue through which corporate
values are communicated. Creating a web site offers the opportunity to make a statement, both figuratively and literally, about commitment to equal opportunity for
employees and inclusive service
for all guests.
Taken together - language and
pictures, qualitatively and quantitatively - the 16 hotel web sites did
not show evidence of attention or
commitment to diversity. The
researchers cannot say that the 16
hotel firms are not committed to
diversity, and this analysis is not
intended as an indictment of the
h s or their efforts in that direction. However, the paucity of textual and photographic evidence on
their web sites represents, at present, an opportunity lost.
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